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Country: Österreich / Austria   Region: Salzburg   Subregion: Bezirk Hallein   Town: Golling an der
Salzach

Difficulty:  not as difficult Grading:  v3 a2 III Total time:  2h40

Approachtime: 40min Tourtime: 1h45 Returntime: 15min

Altitude entry: 680mm Altitude exit: 550mm Delta Altitude: 130m

Canyon length:  700m Highest rapell: 30m Amount rapells: 7

Transport: on Foot Rock type: limestone Intake area:

Season: Orientation: East Best Time:

Rating:  3.6 (11) Info:  2.9 (6) Belay:  2.6 (8)

Specialities:
suitable in rainy weather,

Gear:
Ropes: 2x30m

Summary: (machine translated)
Very beautiful open and vertical lime canyon with views into the Bluntau valley; clean cold water; short 
rappel canyon with a kl. narrow section; several rappel points can be rappelled alternatively outside the 
water flow. !large catchment area

Hydrology:

Access: (machine translated)
Coming from the A10 take the exit Golling and drive in the direction of the train station --> before the train 
station you drive over the tracks and bridge that leads over the Salzach --> immediately after the bridge on 
the left continue into the Bluntautal --> you follow the road to the bridge after the first large parking lot for 
hikers (Attention!!! on weekends and holidays the entrance is only allowed until 10am for cars). --> 
continue over the small wooden bridge and the forest road at walking pace to the Bärenwirt --> park at the 
Bärenwirt parking lot.

Approach: (machine translated)
From the Bärenwirt follow the forest road over the bridge in the direction of Jochalmen --> after approx. 15 
min. you will come to a small border hut --> at the fork in the road turn left in the direction of the waterfall 
--> after a short while you will cross a stream --> then continue to follow hiking trail 451 up through the 
forest (also possible via forest road) --> after approx. 10/15 min. you meet the forest road again --> here 
you take a shortcut over a steep forest road until you are back on the forest road again --> you follow this 
until the end --> at the point where the forest road ends, it is best to put on the neoprene and harness --> the 
entry is in the course of the forest road a little further above and is reached via a well-trodden small path 
next to the canyon (entry via fixed ropes and abseil point on the tree)



Tour: (machine translated)
The entry into the stream leads over a sling around the tree where you dry rappel about 25m --> arrived in 
the stream follow three short slides which can also be jumped depending on the water level --> after that 
you would have a last steep exit possibility on the right before it then goes over an approx. 25m high dry 
rappel point (with rope traverse) next to the so-called cannon tube in a cavity down --> from the cavity it 
goes immediately approx.7m incl. shower over the next mostly very slippery step --> for safety a rope 
traverse leads to the next chain anchor at the highest dry 30m rappel point in the canyon --> after a few 
steps there is a narrow point which can be easily passed by a fixed rope traverse --> the next approx. 20m 
rappel point runs directly in the water and has a small overhang with a sharp edge --> the rappel point is a 
small overhang with a sharp edge --> the rappel point is a small overhang with a sharp edge --> the next 
20m rappel point is a small overhang with a sharp edge --> the next 20m rappel point is a small overhang 
with a sharp edge --> the next 20m rappel point is a small overhang with a sharp edge --> the next 20m 
rappel point is a small overhang with a small overhang with a sharp edge. Overhang with sharp edge --> a 
shallow pool follows (often felt with gravel)--> a short walking passages and small slide follows before one 
stands at the last cascade--> if the water level allows it, is rappelled here left approx. 15m into a beautiful 
cavity, followed by an approx. 10m step into the last pool--> alternatively, this cascade can be dry r. 
approx.30m rappel--> then follow the shallow streambed mostly on the left side for about 15min. until you 
see a small wooden hut next to the streambed--> here rappel left out of the stream.

Return: (machine translated)
From the wooden hut via the forest road back to the Bärenwirt (Attention! many MTB).

Coordinates:
Canyon Start  47.56670000 13.10490000
Canyon End  47.56860000 13.11150000
Parking Entry and Exit  47.57154000 13.12439000

http://www.google.com/maps/place/47.56670000,13.10490000
http://www.google.com/maps/place/47.56860000,13.11150000
http://www.google.com/maps/place/47.57154000,13.12439000


Reports:

2024-04-14 | Max H. |     |    |   |  Low |  Completed
Water level was low today and also much warmer than usual for the time of year. We have partially
renewed anchors in the narrows and set anchors for "emergency crossings" at high water levels. Ropes were
replaced at the narrows and before the dome. I think I forgot my Salewa HMS carabiner at the Dom rappel,
if it finds its way back to me I would release it for a beer or similar, please/thank you. (machine translated)

2024-03-23 | Jendryan |     |    |    |  Normal |  Completed
parking lot is one of the most beautiful in the region. Access does not have to be shortened as described,
you can also follow the forest path. The fixed ropes used are in pieces, especially in the narrow section. The
stream is commercially guided and therefore very well drilled. The view is gigantic. (machine translated)

2023-11-09 | Daniel Sturm |     | |    |  Low |  Completed
See description Christoph. (machine translated)

2023-11-09 | Christoph Cramer |     |    |    |  Low |  Completed
Stands in order, fixed rope at the crux now without a sheath. Pools mostly flat. (machine translated)

2023-09-16 | Joey CIA |     | |    |  Low |  Completed
Stands all okay. A few fixed ropes belong times exchanged. Super tour! (machine translated)

2023-07-23 | Glitzi |    |    |    |  Low |  Completed
All the stands and ropes we have seen are ok. So dry I have not seen the gorge. Sliding is only possible to a
certain extent because the gullies are well filled with gravel. As always beautiful! (machine translated)

2023-04-29 | Max H. |    |    |   |  High |  Completed
It had rained in the last 24h in Golling 20mm (source https://bit.ly/3n9vE2T) thus was "good" water in the
stream. At the chute before the gun barrel was a small but ungute roller present, had us 2-3min busy there to
get out again but nothing dramatic. What but mMn new is that the gun barrel drilled a hole and now
splashes directly on the narrows. This makes the narrows much "more difficult" to cope with high water
levels, I would put 2-3 hooks here so that you can cross again above and possibly also change the rope in
the narrows. (machine translated)

2023-04-27 | System User | | | | |
Der aktuelle Canyon wurde teilautomatisiert mit Canyon
https://canyon.carto.net/cwiki/bin/view/Canyons/FischbachCanyon.html zusammengeführt.

2023-04-15 | Thomas Fras |     |   |   | |  Not done
Description so far ok (machine translated)

2023-03-09 | System User |    | | | |
Daten importiert von https://canyon.carto.net/cwiki/bin/view/Canyons/FischbachCanyon.html

2023-03-09 | System User |     | | | |
Info: Teile der Canyonbeschreibung wurden automatisiert übernommen. Konkret die Felder Weblinks,
Koordinaten, Rating, Länge des Canyon, Einfachseil Mindestens von https://www.descente-
canyon.com/canyoning/canyon/22084

2023-03-09 | System User |     | | | |
Daten importiert von https://www.canyoning.or.at/index.php/liste-aller-canyons/28-fischbachklamm-
unterer-teil


